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(Cairo – August 30th, 2021) Global Accelerators Network (GAN) announced that 
Raya CX’ FutureTECH accelerator has joined its world’s most prominent network. 
By joining GAN, Raya CX’ FutureTECH accelerator - operated in partnership with 
the venture builder Openner - gives the early stage tech startups in the Egyptian 
market a promising opportunity for a comprehensive exposure and access to a 
broad network of startups, founders and investors from all over the world. 

“I could not be more excited to welcome Raya CX to the GAN community. Raya 
CX has proven themselves to be one of the most effective ways for startups to 
launch their companies. I am so impressed by their leadership team and how 
they’re thinking about having a powerful impact on the Egyptian community. 
Needless to say, great things seem to be in store for Raya CX and all the startups 
they get to work with,” stated Patrick Riley, GAN’s CEO. 

Ahmed Refky, CEO of Raya CX expressed his happiness that Raya FutureTECH 
has joined the network of the Global Accelerators Network, giving the participating 
startups, a better chance for international exposure besides offering promising 
prospects for innovation and business development. 

The Global Accelerators Network (GAN) provides the startups with access to its 
massive community that comprises the largest group of accelerators, partners, and 
investors in over 120+ cities across six continents. Becoming a part of GAN 
provides the founders with a rich array of resources and exceptional experiences 
from around the globe. 

A training camp will be launched by the beginning of September to choose startups 
that will be taking part in the first phase of the program that begins in October and 
takes place during the following three months.  



Raya FutureTECH shall enable the participants to run several PoCs and ensure 
their solutions are in line with the Raya CX’s innovation vision. In addition, 
participant will have access to Raya CX’s research and data system, and hands-
on support to scale their business, offered by Openner - the program’s main 
partner. 

Raya FutureTECH program also provides a joint financial support from Raya and 
Openner, up to 1 million EGP, as well as several boot camps that focus on 
designing tailored growth plans and 1-1 coaching for startups’ founders, guided by 
Openner’s expert team. In addition, Raya CX will also hire a dedicated team to 
develop the accelerator’s program to ensure more cooperation and coordination 
between its experts and the startup’s founders. 

-Ends- 

 

About GAN 

GAN is the widest network and community for accelerators, founders, startups and 
investors that enables startups around the world to access the human and financial 
capital they need.  

About Raya CX 

 

RAYA CX provides next-generation customer support on behalf of clients across 
many verticals. 
RAYA has been the customer experience partner and global services provider 
for fortune 1000 brands in North America, Europe, the Middle East, and Africa 
since 2001. Delivering from the most competitive and highly skilled labor 
markets, RAYA CX provides an array of integrated business process outsourcing 
solutions supported by robust strategies, continuous improvement, and 
innovation. 

 

About Openner: 

Openner is an early-stage Venture Builder that combines company building and 
venture capital funding to build, launch and grow market defining tech companies. 
Openner also collaborates with leading corporations to co-build and co-invest in 
vertical specific tech startups with the potential to reshape industries and disrupt 
value chains. 

  


